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ABSTRACT Diversity-generating retroelements (DGRs)
are DNA diversification machines found in diverse bacterial
and bacteriophage genomes that accelerate the evolution
of ligand–receptor interactions. Diversification results from
a unidirectional transfer of sequence information from an
invariant template repeat (TR) to a variable repeat (VR)
located in a protein-encoding gene. Information transfer
is coupled to site-specific mutagenesis in a process called
mutagenic homing, which occurs through an RNA
intermediate and is catalyzed by a unique, DGR-encoded
reverse transcriptase that converts adenine residues in the
TR into random nucleotides in the VR. In the prototype DGR
found in the Bordetella bacteriophage BPP-1, the variable
protein Mtd is responsible for phage receptor recognition.
VR diversification enables progeny phage to switch tropism,
accelerating their adaptation to changes in sequence or
availability of host cell-surface molecules for infection.
Since their discovery, hundreds of DGRs have been identified,
and their functions are just beginning to be understood.
VR-encoded residues of many DGR-diversified proteins
are displayed in the context of a C-type lectin fold,
although other scaffolds, including the immunoglobulin
fold, may also be used. DGR homing is postulated
to occur through a specialized target DNA-primed reverse
transcription mechanism that allows repeated rounds
of diversification and selection, and the ability to
engineer DGRs to target heterologous genes suggests
applications for bioengineering. This chapter provides a
comprehensive review of our current understanding
of this newly discovered family of beneficial
retroelements.

INTRODUCTION
Mobile genetic elements have repeatedly been called to
duty in life-and-death struggles between hosts and their
pathogens (1, 2, 3, 4). One of their greatest utilities is the
capacity to create DNA sequence diversity in protein-
encoding genes, thereby generating protective shields to
defend against enemies, or to create arsenals of weapons
to exploit potential hosts. After decades of research,
considerable evidence now suggests that the V(D)J re-
combination system, which is essential for generating
adaptive immunity in vertebrates, has evolved from an
ancestral DNA transposon (2, 3, 4). The site-specific re-
combinases responsible for V(D)J recombination, RAG1
and RAG2, are able to catalyze DNA transposition in
a manner analogous to DNA transposons (2), and the
RAG1 core and V(D)J recombination signals are likely
derived from the transposase and terminal repeats of an
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ancient DNA transposon similar to Transib (3, 4). Ironi-
cally, pathogens also exploit mobile genetic elements
to generate protein diversity, altering their antigenic
characteristics to evade host immunity (1). This process
of antigenic variation is employed by Borrelia species,
Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and other pathogens. Bacterial
antigenic variation often involves a single, highly ex-
pressed gene encoding an abundant surface protein and
dozens of archived ones that are homologous but dif-
ferent from each other. Replacing all or part of the ex-
pressed copy by DNA transposition leads to antigenic
variation on the surface of the pathogen.

Diversity-generating retroelements (DGRs) are a re-
cently discovered class of beneficial mobile element that
diversify DNA sequences and the proteins they encode (5,
6). DGRs function through a template-dependent, reverse
transcriptase (RT)-mediated mechanism that introduces
nucleotide substitutions at defined locations in specific
genes (5, 6, 7). DGRs were initially discovered during
studies of pathogenesis by Bordetella species, which cause
respiratory diseases in humans and other animals (5). The
cell surfaces of these bacteria are highly dynamic due to
changes in gene expression that accompany their infec-
tious cycles (8). In a search for transducing vectors, a
group of temperate bacteriophages was discovered that
possess a remarkable ability to generate tropic variants
that use different cell-surfacemolecules for infection (5, 9).
Subsequent genetic and genomic studies with the proto-
type phage, BPP-1, showed that tropism switching is me-
diated by a phage-encoded DGR. This DGR introduces
nucleotide substitutions in a gene that specifies a host-cell-
binding protein, which is positioned at the distal tips of
phage tail fibers (Fig. 1) (5, 9). As a result, BPP-1 can adapt
to dynamic changes on the surfaces of Bordetella species.
Guided by the sequences of phage DGR components,
homologous elements have been identified in numerous
bacterial, plasmid, and phage genomes (6, 10, 11, 12, 13).
Most DGRs are bacterial chromosomal elements and
they are distributed throughout the bacterial domain,
with representatives in all phyla that have significant se-
quence coverage. Although variations in architectures and
associated components appear to mediate adaptations
to particular needs, all DGRs are predicted to function in
a fundamentally similar way. The BPP-1 phage serves as
a model for this entire family of retroelements, and our
discussion begins with a brief description of its features.

TROPISM-SWITCHING BORDETELLA PHAGE
Bordetella species are aerobic, Gram-negative bacterial
pathogens that colonize ciliated respiratory epithelial

surfaces. Bordetella pertussis and Bordetella paraper-
tussis are human-restricted and cause whooping cough
(pertussis), while Bordetella bronchiseptica infects a
broad range of wild and domesticated mammals (8).
The infectious cycle of these closely related species is
regulated by a conserved, environmentally responsive
phosphorelay system composed of the BvgS sensor pro-
tein and the BvgA response regulator, which control
expression of an extensive array of cell-surface and se-
creted molecules. In the so-called Bvg+ phase, BvgAS is
active and induces expression of adhesins, toxins, a type
III secretion system, and numerous additional factors
involved in colonization of respiratory surfaces. In the
Bvg− phase, the BvgAS phosphorelay is suppressed, vir-
ulence genes are quiescent, and a distinct set of loci are
induced. In B. bronchiseptica, Bvg−-phase genes are re-
sponsible for motility, chemotaxis, and survival under
conditions of nutrient deprivation, presumably repre-
senting an ex vivo phase of the infectious cycle. Dynamic
changes in surface molecule expression are critical for
the lifestyles of Bordetella species, and they likely pose a
challenge to infecting phage.

BPP-1 (Bvg-plus trophic phage 1), isolated from a
B. bronchiseptica strain cultured from the upper respi-
ratory tract of a rabbit, preferentially forms plaques on
Bvg+-phase as opposed to Bvg−-phase Bordetella (5, 9).
Using a combination of deletion, complementation, and
cell-binding assays, Liu et al. identified the receptor for
BPP-1 as pertactin (Prn), an outer-membrane autotrans-
porter protein that is included as a protective antigen in
acellular pertussis vaccines (5). Expression of prn is ac-
tivated by BvgAS, thereby explaining BPP-1 tropism. At
a frequency of ∼10−5, however, BPP-1 formed normal-
sized plaques on Bvg−-phase Bordetella (5). Since plaque
formation requires repeated rounds of infection, rep-
lication, and reinfection, this simple observation sug-
gested that a tropism switch had occurred (5). Indeed,
tropic variants fell into two classes. The first, designated
BMP (Bvg-minus tropic phage), preferentially infected
Bvg−-phase cells, while the second, BIP (Bvg indiscrim-
inant phage), infected both Bvg+ and Bvg− cells with
similar efficiencies. Although these phenotypes are in-
heritable, tropic variants are continuously generated at
characteristic frequencies by BPP, BMP, and BIP.

THE BPP-1 DGR
To identify genetic changes responsible for tropism
switching, whole-genome sequences were obtained for a
collection of BPP, BIP, and BMP variants (5, 9). In each
case, tropism switching was accompanied by nucleotide
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FIGURE 1 BPP-1 phage and its diversity-generating retroelement (DGR). (A) The BPP-1 genome is represented in the prophage form flanked by a duplication of
the His-tRNA gene formed during integration. Functional assignments for most gene clusters are indicated, along with the cI-like repressor and the DGR cassette.
(B) Schematic representation of the DGR cassette and its function in phage tropism switching. The cassette contains three genes (mtd, avd, and brt) and two
134-bp repeats (template and variable repeats, or TR and VR, respectively). The VR is located at the 3′ end of the mtd gene, which encodes the distal tail fiber
protein responsible for receptor recognition. Located at the 3′ ends of the VR and TR are IMH (initiation of mutagenic homing) and IMH* elements, respectively, in
addition to a GC-rich element. Phage tropism switching occurs through DGR-mediated mutagenic homing, in which TR sequence information is transferred to
the VR with adenine residues in the TR appearing as random nucleotides in the VR. Shown on the bottom are electron micrographs of the BPP-1 phage; globular
structures at the distal ends of tail fibers are Mtd trimers (two per fiber). (C) Comparison of the BPP-1 TR and VR. The TR and VR sequences are shown in bold. The
VR variable positions and the corresponding adenine residues in the TR are shown in red. IMH, IMH*, and GC-rich elements are also indicated. There are 23
adenines in the TR, which can theoretically generate ∼1014 different DNA sequences, or ∼1013 different peptides. (Adapted from 7 and 9.) doi:10.1128
/microbiolspec.MDNA3-0029-2014.f1
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substitutions within a 134-bp sequence, designated the
variable repeat (VR), located at the 3′ end of the mtd
(major tropism determinant) gene (Fig. 1). Mtd is a tri-
meric tail fiber protein responsible for phage binding
to Bordetella surfaces, and changes in its coding se-
quence confer new ligand specificities (14). Comparison
of phage variants showed that variable nucleotides
were located at a subset of positions in the VR and most
often at the first two positions of codons, thereby max-
imizing amino acid diversity (5, 14). There are 23 vari-
able positions at which any of the four nucleotides can
be found, giving a theoretical DNA diversity of 1014 se-
quences and a resulting repertoire of ∼10 trillion poly-
peptides. This rivals the estimated diversity that can be
generated by mammalian antibody and T-cell-receptor
genes (15, 16).

An imperfect repeat of the VR, designated the tem-
plate repeat (TR), is found downstream of mtd (Fig. 1)
(5). Liu et al. made the simple but seminal observation
that variable residues in the VRs corresponded to ade-
nine residues in the TR, which remained unchanged
during phage tropism switching (5). This prompted the
hypothesis that tropism switching is associated with a
mutagenic mechanism that is adenine specific, and that
the TR somehow provides a template for this process.
Indeed, precise deletion of the BPP-1 TR resulted in fully
infectious phage particles for Bvg+ Bordetella but abol-
ished the ability to switch tropism. Furthermore, single-
nucleotide substitutions introduced into the TR, which
corresponded to silent mutations in the VR, appeared in
the VR during tropism switching and were accompanied
by mutations at adenines (5). These results demonstrated
that DNA sequence information was “transferred” from
the TR to the VR during tropism switching and was
accompanied by adenine-specific mutagenesis.

An additional piece of the puzzle came from the un-
expected finding of an RT gene, brt (Bordetella reverse
transcriptase), in the double-stranded (ds)DNA BPP-1
genome (Fig. 1) (5). Its position adjacent to the VR/TR
prompted the hypothesis that reverse transcription could
be involved in tropism switching. To test this, an in-
frame deletion was introduced into brt and the resulting
phenotype was identical to the ΔTR deletion: infectious
phage particles were produced but tropism switching
was abolished. This suggested an intriguing link between
reverse transcription and adenine mutagenesis. The brt
gene encodes a 38-kDa protein with similarity to RTs
found in other retroelements, including a conserved
YMDD box found in RT catalytic centers. Substitution
of the YMDD box with SMAA resulted in the loss of
phage tropism switching in vivo and RT activity in vitro.

It was proposed that tropism switching occurs through
an RT-dependent transfer of sequence information from
an invariant template (the TR) to a region of variability
(the VR), and is accompanied by adenine mutagenesis in
a process called “mutagenic homing.” The RT depen-
dency predicted the involvement of an RNA intermedi-
ate, leading Liu et al. to designate the tropism-switching
cassette shown in Fig. 1 as a DGR (5). An additional
gene in the BPP-1 DGR, designated avd (accessory var-
iability determinant), encodes a small polypeptide (Avd)
that plays an essential role in DGR function as described
below (6, 9).

DGRs ARE WIDESPREAD IN BACTERIAL
AND PHAGE GENOMES
The ability of the BPP-1 DGR to accelerate the evolution
of novel ligand-binding specificities suggested that simi-
lar elements would be found elsewhere in nature. Not
surprisingly, using Brt as a template, Doulatov et al.
identified additional DGRs in phage and bacterial ge-
nomes (6). These included aVibrio harveyi phage and the
chromosomes of human commensals (Bifidobacterium
longum and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron), a human
oral pathogen (Treponema denticola), and cyanobac-
teria. Some cyanobacterial species contained multiple
DGRs, or multiple target open reading frames that are
diversified in trans by a single DGR. DGR RTs were
found to be closely related to RTs of mobile group II in-
trons, and in all cases repeated elements corresponding
to VR/TR cognate pairs could be found in nearby loci.
Predicted target proteins and VR sequences were diverse,
but the VRs differed from cognate TRs almost exclu-
sively at sites corresponding to TR adenines, suggesting
that DGRs function through a conserved mechanism.

More recently,Minot et al.performed high-throughput
DNA sequencing on the gut virome of healthy humans
(12). Metagenomic analysis of phage populations from
stool samples identified 36 unique TR/VR pairs, 29 of
which were adjacent to a DGR-type RT gene. In total,
DGRs were identified in 11 out of 12 subjects studied.
As with other DGRs, TR/VR sequences differed almost
exclusively at sites corresponding to TR adenines. This
discovery demonstrated that DGRs are common in the
genomes of bacteriophages found in the lower gas-
trointestinal tract. Using a custom-made script called
DiGReF, Schillinger et al. conducted a large-scale search
of sequence databases and identified 155 DGRs in
phage and bacteria, both Gram positive and Gram
negative (13). DGRs are particularly abundant in certain
phyla, with bacteroides (27.7%), firmicutes (31.0%),
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and proteobacteria (25.2%) containing the greatest
numbers of unique elements. DGRs were also found
in actinobacteria, cyanobacteria,Deinococcus-Thermus,
nitrospirae, spirochaetes, chlamydiae/verrumicrobia, and
other bacterial groups. These observations indicated that
DGR host organisms are highly diverse and occupy var-
ied environmental niches. In this large dataset, nearly
all the VRs were located at the 3′ end of protein-coding
genes and they ranged from 50 to 150 bp. The relatively
short length of VRs might reflect constraints on DNA
sequence hypervariation in protein-encoding genes, as
highly dense nucleotide substitutions over a long stretch
would be more likely to result in a loss of function. This
study confirmed the earlier observation byDoulatov et al.
that many bacterial genomes contain multiple DGRs,
or encode singleDGRs that diversifymultiple target genes
(6).

Although DGRs are often considered in the context of
Bordetella phage, this is an artifact of their discovery
and the choice of BPP-1 as a prototype for mechanistic
studies. In reality, DGRs are widely distributed in bac-
terial chromosomes, in addition to phage and plasmid
genomes.

DGR TARGET PROTEINS
The cellular localization and physiological functions of
the vast majority of DGR-diversified target proteins are
uncharacterized, but common themes are beginning to
emerge. Arambula et al. recently analyzed a DGR found
on the chromosome of Legionella pneumophila, an op-
portunistic pathogen (Fig. 2) (17). The L. pneumophila
DGR is located on a conjugative transposable element
and was found to be capable of mutagenic homing with
characteristic adenine mutagenesis. Remarkably, its TR
contains 43 adenine residues and is theoretically capable
of generating 1026 unique DNA sequences, creating a
repertoire of 1019 distinct proteins. The DGR-encoded
target protein LdtA contains both a TAT (twin arginine
transport) motif and a lipobox at its N terminus. The
TAT pathway is an alternative secretion system that
can translocate folded proteins or protein complexes
across bacterial cytoplasmic membranes (18), and lipo-
box motifs mediate signal peptide cleavage, lipid modi-
fication, and anchoring to inner or outer membranes
(19). Genetic and biochemical analysis showed that LdtA
is indeed a TAT-secreted protein that is lipid modified
and localized to the outer leaflet of the Legionella outer

FIGURE 2 Diversification of a surface-displayed lipoprotein by a Legionella DGR. (A) The
L. pneumophila strain Corby DGR is encoded on a genomic island that differs in G+C
content from the rest of the genome. The VR sequences at the 3′ end of the diversified
locus, ldtA, are flanked by tandem hairpin/cruciform structures that are essential for ef-
ficient homing. The TR contains 43 adenine residues, which can create a potential rep-
ertoire of 1026 different VR DNA sequences. (B) LdtA contains atypical TAT (twin arginine
transport) and Lpp (lipobox, lipid modification) signals at the N terminus. (C) Cellular
localization studies demonstrated that LdtA is exported through the inner membrane
via the TAT pathway, lipid modified, and anchored on the outer surface of the outer
membrane via an Lpp-like lipoprotein processing pathway. VR-encoded residues are
surface displayed by a C-terminal CLec fold. (Adapted from 17.) doi:10.1128/microbiolspec
.MDNA3-0029-2014.f2
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membrane,withC-terminal VR sequences exposed to the
extracellular milieu (Fig. 2) (17). Bioinformatic analysis
predicts that target proteins of many bacterial DGRs,
including those of T. denticola, Bacteroides species,
Vibrio angustum, and Shewanella baltica, also contain
N-terminal lipoboxmotifs preceded by either TAT or Sec
secretion signals (17). This suggests that lipid modifica-
tion and surface display on bacterial outer membranes
will be a common feature of proteins diversified by bac-
terial DGRs.

From both structural and functional perspectives,
the BPP-1 Mtd protein is by far the most extensively
characterized DGR target protein (14, 20, 21). To un-
derstand structure–function relationships, McMahon
et al. determined the atomic structures of five different
Mtd tropic variants (Fig. 3) (14). The Mtd variants
formed intertwined, pyramid-shaped homotrimers with
nearly identical secondary and tertiary structures, in-
dicating that VR diversification did not lead to gross
conformational changes. Each monomer was organized
into three discrete domains: a β-prism, a β-sandwich,
and a C-type lectin (CLec), arranged from the N to the
C terminus. The β-prism domains converge to form a
vertex on the top, and the CLec domains interact with
each other to form the bottom part of the pyramid-
shaped trimer. The VR-encoded variable amino acids
are presented by CLec folds on the bottom surface of
the Mtd trimer, with their side chains solvent exposed
and accessible to ligand interactions. The most remark-
able feature of the comparative analysis of Mtd struc-
tures is that the five distinct tropic variants showed
virtually no conformational variation in the VR-encoded
regions. As shown in Fig. 3, the main chain conforma-
tions of these tropic variants are nearly superimposable.
This is in striking contrast to antigen-binding regions of
immunoglobulin (Ig) molecules, where conformational
flexibility is associated with the ability to recognize di-
verse antigens.

The CLec fold appears to be a conserved feature
of many DGR-diversified proteins. Although DGR tar-
get proteins generally share little sequence similarity,
structure-based sequence alignments predicted that VR-
encoded variable residues are often presented in the
context of C-terminal CLec domains (14). This was re-
cently confirmed by X-ray crystallography using the
T. denticola TvpA protein (Fig. 3C, D), which is pre-
dicted to be a DGR-diversified lipoprotein localized to
the spirochaetal surface (22). TvpA contains a CLec fold
that is highly homologous to Mtd, and VR residues are
positioned in a remarkably similar manner. Instead of
forming homotrimers like BPP-1 Mtd, however, TvpA

exists as a monomer and does not contain a β-prism or
β-sandwich domain as found in Mtd.

Interestingly, a subset of phage DGRs were predicted
to use Ig folds, similar to those found in Igs, instead of
CLec folds to display variable residues (12). These Ig
folds were usually located in the middle, as opposed
to the 3′ ends of VR-containing open reading frames.
Although Igs and these predicted DGR variable proteins
both use Ig folds, they appear to have evolved different
means for displaying variable residues (12). In the for-
mer, diversified residues are located in flexible loop re-
gions positioned between β-sheets. In contrast, structural
modeling of Ig-type DGR target proteins indicated that
diversified residues are displayed on one face of a β-sheet
and the linker region connecting it to the adjacent do-
main. These observations suggest that DGR target pro-
teins and antigen receptors may have evolved different
solutions to accommodate sequence diversity in the con-
text of Ig folds.

To understand better the basis of ligand recognition
by DGR variable proteins, Miller et al. co-crystalized
BPP-1 Mtd and its outer-membrane ligand, pertactin
(Fig. 3E) (20). Structural analysis showed that each Mtd
trimer bound to one molecule of pertactin, whose ex-
tracellular domain has an extended β-helix structure.
An asymmetric mode of interaction was observed: two
identical VR regions from two of the Mtd monomers in
the trimer each bound a different loop from pertactin,
with these loops having no sequence similarity to one
another.

The fundamental basis of the evolvability of Mtd–
ligand interactions was revealed, at least in part, through
an analysis of binding constants (20). The Kd value for
the interaction between purified Mtd trimers and the
ectodomain of pertactin was 3.5 μM as determined by
surface plasmon resonance. In contrast, the Kd for the
intact phage was ∼6.9 pM, reflecting a nearly 106-fold
increase in binding strength. The BPP-1 phage contains
six tail fibers with two Mtd trimers at their tips (21).
With 12 Mtd trimers on each phage particle, and the
ectodomain of pertactin displayed at high density on
the Bordetella surface, ligand–receptor binding is mul-
tivalent and driven by avidity, which results in the ex-
ponential amplification of individual binding strengths
(20). This amplification relaxes the demand for opti-
mal complementarity between partners, greatly expand-
ing the scope of molecules that can be recognized
by DGR-diversified proteins. Avidity-driven interactions
are inherently evolvable, and are predicted to charac-
terize most, if not all, DGR variable protein–ligand
interactions.
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DIRECTIONALITY OF DGR
MUTAGENIC HOMING
Mutagenic homing is an RT-mediated, adenine-specific,
error-prone process that unidirectionally transfers se-
quence information from the TR to the VR (5, 6). In
BPP-1, substitution of adenine residues in the TR with
nonadenine nucleotides eliminated VR mutagenesis at
cognate positions, while replacing nonadenine residues
with adenines resulted in novel sites of mutagenesis in
the VR, proving that sequence diversification is intrinsic
to TR adenines.

A prominent feature of mutagenic homing is that di-
versity is specifically targeted to the VR while the TR se-
quences remain unchanged (5, 6). What determines this
directionality? A comparison of the two repeats in BPP-1
revealed that, in addition to differences corresponding
to adenine residues in the TR, they also differ by five
base pairs at their 3′ ends (6). These polymorphisms
are located within a 21 bp segment downstream of a 14-
bp GC-rich element common to both the TR and VR
(Figs 1 and 4). During mutagenic homing, the polymor-
phisms are never co-converted. Swapping experiments
by Doulatov et al. revealed that they are required for
the unidirectional transfer of sequence information (6).
When the 21-bp element at the 3′ end of the VR was
swapped with analogous sequences from the TR, the
VR was no longer diversified. Conversely, replacing the
21-bp TR element with the corresponding VR sequences
resulted in TR diversification at adenines, albeit at a low
level. The 21-bp element in the VR was named the ini-
tiation of mutagenic homing (or IMH) element, while
the corresponding sequence in TR was called IMH*.
Further studies showed that similar polymorphisms
could be found at the 3′ ends of cognate TRs and VRs in
many DGRs (6). As detailed below, DNA structural
determinants that follow IMH are also required for ef-
ficient homing.

DGR HOMING OCCURS THROUGH
AN RNA INTERMEDIATE
The presence of conserved RTs in DGRs and the re-
quired role of Brt in tropism switching suggested that
mutagenic homing occurs through an RNA intermedi-
ate. To test this hypothesis, the BPP-1 TR was “tagged”
with a self-splicing group I intron from bacteriophage
T4 (the td intron) (7). Intron tagging was first used by
Boeke et al. (23) to probe retrotransposition by the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae transposon Ty1, and has sub-
sequently been used to prove that other retroelements,
including human long interspersed nuclear elements

(LINEs) and mobile group II introns, function through
RNA intermediates (24, 25, 26). As intron excision takes
place only at the RNA level, detection of ligated exons in
DNA homing products provides genetic proof that se-
quence information flows from DNA to RNA to DNA.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based assays were
used to detect homing products (i.e., VR sequences)
derived from td intron-tagged TRs supplied in trans on a
replicating plasmid (7). As predicted, homing products
consisted of VR sequences that contained ligated td
exons, and their detection required functional Brt and
a splicing-competent td intron. Sequence analysis veri-
fied precise intron excision and adenine mutagenesis in
progeny VRs. These observations conclusively showed
that DGR homing had occurred through a TR RNA
intermediate. Regions of the TR that are important
for function were analyzed by similar PCR-based assays
in which donor TRs were sequence tagged to allow
detection and characterization of homing products (7).
Mutational analysis demonstrated that sequences inter-
nal to the TR are largely dispensable, while sequences
at either terminus are essential for the function of the
RNA intermediate (7). By expressing wild-type avd on a
compatible plasmid in trans to the TR and brt, a 300-bp
portion of the avd-coding sequence that extends up-
stream of the limit of TR/VR homology was found to be
required for optimal TR RNA function (27). Shorter
sequences upstream of TR, of as little as 48 bp, provided
partially functional TRRNAspecies that supportedDGR
homing at lower efficiencies (27). Sequences downstream
of TR that are required for optimal function extend for
at least 110 bp (7). Although the TR-containing RNA
species that serves as an intermediate in the retrotrans-
position reaction has yet to be characterized, the obser-
vation that sequences that lie beyond the limits of TR/VR
homology influence activity suggests that RNA stability
and/or structural determinants are important for DGR-
mediated homing.

cDNA SYNTHESIS AND INTEGRATION
cDNA synthesis could occur through one of several
mechanisms. First, it could be initiated through a target
DNA-primed RT (TPRT) reaction similar to those used
by non-LTR (long terminal repeat) retroelements and
mobile group II introns, which are closely related to
DGRs (28, 29, 30, 31). Group II introns are site-specific
retrotransposons found in bacterial, fungal, and plant
organelle genomes that insert at cognate intronless
alleles in a process called intron homing (32). Intron
mobility is catalyzed by a ribonucleoprotein complex
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consisting of both the spliced intron RNA and the
intron-encoded protein with both RT and endonuclease
activities. The intron RNA cleaves the DNA sense strand
in an RNA-catalyzed reverse splicing reaction, while
the intron-encoded protein cleaves the DNA antisense
strand shortly downstream of the exon junction and uses
it as a primer to reverse transcribe the RNA, leading to
intron mobility. Alternative mechanisms for cDNA ini-
tiation during DGR homing include priming by an RNA
moiety, a nontarget DNA, or even a protein capable of
donating a free hydroxyl group. The close evolutionary
relationship between RTs from DGRs and group II
introns, the site-specificity of mutagenic homing, and
other observations led to the hypothesis that DGRs
also function through a TPRT-type mechanism (7).

To determine the site at which TR-derived cDNA in-
tegrates at the 3′ end of the VR, a marker co-conversion
assay was developed (7). Single-nucleotide substitutions
were introduced into sequence-tagged TRs, and DGR-
mediated transfer to the VR was determined by sequenc-
ing homing products amplified by PCR. A clear boundary
for marker transfer was detected and localized to a 5-bp
sequence within the GC element at the 3′ end of the VR
(Fig. 4). This could represent the site at which cDNA
synthesis initiates in a TPRT reaction, or possibly the site
of integration of cDNA that was primed by a non-TPRT
mechanism.Marker co-conversion at the 5′ end of the VR
was more heterogeneous, suggesting that 5′ cDNA inte-
gration can occur at different VR locations, possibly me-
diated by homology between VR and cDNA sequences.

The TPRTmodel predicts that homing occurs through
sequential steps, with 3′ cDNA integration taking place
first (7). Indeed, when the first 99 bp of the BPP-1 VR
were deleted (ΔVR1–99) to prevent 5′ cDNA integration,
cDNA products linked to VR sequences at their 3′ end
with free, unlinked 5′ ends were detected (Fig. 4B). These
products were IMH and Brt dependent and contained
adenine-specific mutations, suggesting that adenine mu-
tagenesis occurs during reverse transcription and is an

intrinsic property of the DGR RT. In addition, these
observations suggested that cDNA integration at the 3′
end of the VR can occur independently of 5′ integration,
consistent with the hypothesis that DGR homing occurs
through a TPRT reaction. It is important to note, how-
ever, that neither single-strand nicks nor double-strand
breaks have been detected within the GC-rich element
where marker co-conversion begins, and no endonucle-
ase gene, domain, or activity has been identified in aDGR
cassette, raising the possibility that DGR homing could
occur through an alternative mechanism.

Is 5′ cDNA integration homology dependent? To test
this, Guo et al. inserted mtd sequences into the TR that
were homologous to a 50-bp region immediately up-
stream of the deletion junction in the ΔVR1–99 recipient
(Fig. 4C) (7). This restored 5′ cDNA integration and
DGR homing as confirmed by PCR-based assays and se-
quence analysis. cDNA integration into cryptic sites was
observed at low frequency, and the sites of integration
mapped to short stretches of identity (4 to 12 bp) between
TR–mtd and sequences upstream of the ΔVR1–99 de-
letion. These results showed that 5′ integration can be
mediated by short stretches of homology between TR-
derived cDNA and target DNA. One model that could
account for this is template switching during reverse
transcription. It has been observed previously that RTs
encoded by the group II intron Ll.LtrB and other non-
LTR retroelements, including the Mauriceville retroplas-
mid and the silkworm Bombyx mori R2 element, are
capable of template switching during reverse transcrip-
tion (33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40). Interestingly, these
reactions appear to occur primarily from the 5′ end of the
first template to the 3′ end of the second template (DNA
or RNA), and involve little or no base-pairing inter-
actions between the latter and the 3′ end of the cDNA.
Whatever the mechanism of 5′ cDNA integration might
be, it appears to be RecA independent, as DGR homing
and phage tropism switching occur at similar efficiencies
in wild-type and RecA-deficient Bordetella (7).

FIGURE 3 The CLec fold as a scaffold for display of DGR-generated protein diversity.
(A) Left: The BPP-1 Mtd protein forms a pyramid-shaped homotrimer with VR-encoded
residues exposed on the bottom surface. Right: An Mtd monomer containing β-prism,
β-sandwich, and VR-encoded CLec domains, from the N to the C terminus. (B) Backbone
structures of the VR regions of five Mtd variants with different ligand specificities are
shown. Despite side-chain variations in diversified VR residues, the backbone structures
are nearly superimposable. (C) Comparison of the CLec VR regions of BPP-1 Mtd and a
T. denticola variable protein, TvpA. For the Mtd VR, the β2β3 loop of a second monomer is
also shown (blue). (D) Superposition of the VR regions of BPP-1 Mtd (light orange) and
T. denticola TvpA (blue). (E) Interaction of an Mtd homotrimer with the receptor protein
pertactin. See text for details. (Adapted from 14, 20, and 22.) doi:10.1128/microbiolspec
.MDNA3-0029-2014.f3
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DGR TARGET RECOGNITION
In addition to the GC-rich sequence and IMH, deletion
analysis revealed a third element located downstream
of the BPP-1 VR that is required for efficient homing

(Fig. 5) (41). This region contains two 8-bp GC-rich
inverted repeats capable of forming a DNA hairpin or
cruciform structure with a 4-nt loop. Mutations that
disrupt stem formation greatly decreased DGR homing

FIGURE 4 The TPRT model of BPP-1 DGR-mediated mutagenic homing. (A) Mutagenic
homing occurs through a TR RNA intermediate and is RecA independent, similar to group
II intron homing. A marker co-conversion assay mapped the cDNA transfer boundary to a
narrow region within the GC-rich element at the 3′ end, which may represent 3′ cDNA
integration site(s). The marker transfer boundary at the 5′ end was more heterogeneous. A
target DNA-primed reverse transcription model, similar to that of group II intron homing,
has been proposed to explain these observations. The DNA target site was hypothesized
to be nicked within the GC-rich element, with the exposed 3′-hydroxyl group serving as a
primer for adenine-specific error-prone reverse transcription of the TR RNA. Integration
of cDNA products at the 5′ end requires short stretches of homology between the VR and
the cDNA and may occur through strand displacement or template switching followed by
break repair. Subsequent DNA replication would then create progeny genomes with
mutagenized variable regions. (B) Deletion of the VR sequence upstream of GC and IMH
elements appeared to block 5′ cDNA integration but not 3′ cDNA integration, as analyzed
by PCR with primer sets 1/4 and 2/3, respectively. Sequence analysis showed adenine
mutagenesis in PCRproducts generatedwith primers 2&3. (C) 5′ cDNA integration inΔVR1-
99 was restored by inserting a 50 bp mtd sequence, which is homologous to the region
upstream of the deletion junction, in the TR. (Adapted from reference 7) doi:10.1128
/microbiolspec.MDNA3-0029-2014.f4
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FIGURE 5 Role of a DNA secondary structure in DGR target recognition. (A) A DNA hairpin/cruciform structure downstream of
the VR is required for BPP-1 DGR target recognition. The wild-type (WT) structure contains an 8-bp GC-rich stem and a 4-nt
GAAA loop and is located 4 bp downstream of the VR. Mutating the 3′ half of the stem (StMut) dramatically reduced DGR
mutagenic homing (B) and phage tropism switching (not shown), while complementary changes to the 5′ half of the stem (StRev)
restored DGR activity in both assays. (B) PCR-based DGR homing assays with sequence-tagged TRs and VRs flanked by WT or
mutant stem sequences. Shown on the right is a diagram of the PCR assay. Green represents the tag sequence transferred from
the TR to the VR. P1 to P4 are primers annealing to the tag or flanking regions. (C) Similar DNA structures are found at analogous
positions in a number of other phage (two shown) and bacterial (one shown) DGRs. The phage stems are GC rich and range from
7 to 10 bp, and loops have a conserved 4-nt sequence, G(A/G)NA. The L. pneumophila Corby DGR has a more complex tandem
structure that is required for homing. (D) BPP-1 DGR target recognition at the 3′ end is both sequence and structure dependent,
requiring GC, IMH, and a hairpin/cruciform structure. Target recognition at the 5′ end is homology mediated. By inserting a gene
of interest (GOI) upstream of GC, IMH, and the DNA structure, the heterologous gene can be diversified by the BPP-1 DGR
through appropriate engineering of the TR. (Adapted from 41.) doi:10.1128/microbiolspec.MDNA3-0029-2014.f5
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and phage tropism switching, while restoration of base
pairing with heterologous complementary sequences
restored DGR activity. This suggested that the DNA
stem–loop structure, rather than its primary sequence,
is important for target recognition. Further character-
ization of the BPP-1 structure showed that the length
and G+C content of the stem modulate the efficiency of
target recognition. The sequence of the 4-nt loop, how-
ever, appeared to be critical, as changes in either sequence
or size dramatically reduced homing. Structure-specific
nuclease digestion assays confirmed DNA structure for-
mation in vitro in dsDNA, which required negative
supercoiling. The position of the hairpin/cruciform,
which is normally located 4 bp downstream of the VR,
is also important. Moving it 4 bp in the 5′ direction
or 15 bp in the 3′ direction significantly reduced DGR
homing, although shorter insertions were tolerated.
Marker transfer studies showed that extending the length
between VR and the structured element did not affect
the 3′ marker co-conversion boundary, demonstrating
that the cruciform influences the efficiency of homing, but
not the site of cDNA integration. Although the exact
function of the stem–loop structure is unknown, it is
predicted to represent a binding site for host and/or
DGR-encoded factors involved in cDNA priming and
integration. Comparisons with other phage DGRs, as
well as DGRs in bacterial chromosomes, suggested that
similar structures are a conserved feature of target se-
quences (Fig. 5C). This was proved to be correct by
Arambula et al. who demonstrated the required roles
of analogous stem–loop sequences for homing by the
L. pneumophila DGR (Figs 2 and 5C) (17).

As shown in Fig. 4, mutagenic homing is a “copy-and-
replace” process that replaces parental VRs with TR-
derived cDNAs that are mutagenized at specific sites (7).
Target recognition at the 3′ end is both sequence and
structure dependent, while target recognition at the 5′
end is dependent on short stretches of homology (Fig. 5D)
(7, 41). A feature of the mechanism that seems key to its
beneficial nature is that all cis-acting sequences and trans-
acting factors required for additional rounds of diversi-
fication are precisely reconstituted during mutagenic
homing. This allows repeated rounds of diversification
and, presumably, the optimization of beneficial traits.

Guided by the TPRT model and the VR recognition
rules described above (Fig. 5D), the BPP-1 DGR was
engineered to target a kanamycin resistance gene (aph3′
Ia) (41). A defective allelewith a 3′ truncation was placed
upstream of the GC, IMH, and cruciform structure to
form a recipient VR. A donor TR was then engineered
to contain the missing aph3′ Ia sequences along with a

short stretch of upstream homology. As predicted, the
donor TRwas able to repair the defective gene, conferring
kanamycin resistance in anRT-dependent reaction. Thus,
DGRs can be designed to target genes of interest, with
potentially broad applications for protein engineering.

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
OF THE Avd ACCESSORY PROTEIN
The BPP-1 DGR includes the avd locus, which encodes a
positively charged 15-kDa protein that is essential for
homing and is conserved in numerous bacterial and
phage DGRs (6, 9, 10, 27). An X-ray crystal structure of
BPP-1 Avd was determined by Alayyoubi et al. (Fig. 6A)
to provide a guide for functional analysis (27). Avd
forms a barrel-shaped homopentamer, which is posi-
tively charged on all surfaces, including an hourglass-
shaped pore that runs through the center of the barrel
and constricts to an∼8 Å diameter. Each Avd monomer
forms a four-helix bundle with the α-helices running up
and down in anti-parallel fashion.

A number of amino acid residues located on the sur-
face or near the pore of the BPP-1 Avd pentamer were
subjected to mutagenesis (27). Mutations at two con-
served residues on the side of the pentamer, R79A and
R83A, eliminated detectable homing, and mutations of
two residues on the top of the pentamer, R36A and
K37A, resulted in a partial loss of DGR activity. Defects
in homing were not due to a loss of protein structure
or stability, as identical CD spectra were obtained with
wild-type and homing-defective Avd mutant proteins.
Other mutations, including R19A (side), P35A (top),
E43A (near the pore), and Q64A (bottom), had little
effect on activity. These results suggest that positively
charged residues on the side and top of the Avd penta-
mer have important functional roles.

As predicted by its positive charge, BPP-1 Avd was
found to associate in vitrowith single-stranded (ss)RNA,
ssDNA, DNA:RNA complexes, and dsDNA, although
the interactions were nonspecific (27). In contrast, Avd
pentamers associated with purified Brt, which is also
predicted to be positively charged, in a manner that
was abolished by the R79A and R83A mutations (i.e.,
the ones that eliminated DGR homing), but not by
other point mutations. These results suggested a corre-
lation between Avd–Brt binding and DGR function.
From these and other results, Alayyoubi et al. proposed
that the pentameric nature of Avd may be involved in
organizing a multivalent assembly consisting of Brt and
nucleic acid components to somehow coordinate the
multiple events required for homing (27).
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DGR RTs AND ADENINE MUTAGENESIS
Adenine mutagenesis is a unique hallmark of DGRs,
but its mechanism remains enigmatic. In the td intron-
tagging experiment described above, no adenine-specific
changes were observed in spliced RNA, suggesting that
adenine mutagenesis does not involve RNA editing (7).
However, adenine mutagenesis was observed in cDNA

products when VR1–99 was deleted to “trap” cDNA in-
termediates between the 3′ and 5′ integration steps, sug-
gesting that adenine mutagenesis occurs during cDNA
synthesis. These observations, coupled with the fact that
DGR RTs are both highly conserved and unique, sup-
port the hypothesis that adenine mutagenesis is a prop-
erty inherent to DGR RTs.

FIGURE 6 Avd and Brt. (A) Left: The BPP-1 Avd protein forms a homopentameric struc-
ture, with each monomer containing four helices running up and down (side view). The
pentamer is highly positively charged (top view; blue, positively charged; red, negatively
charged). Right: Amino acid residues on the side, top, and bottom of the Avd pentamer
that were tested for Avd–Brt binding and/or DGR homing (27). (B) DGR RT domains and
the sequence logo of its highly conserved domain R4. R1 to R7 are conserved sequence
blocks found in the finger and palm domains of retroviral RTs, such as human immuno-
deficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) RT (bottom). DGR RTs contain sequence insertions between
R2 and R3 (R2a), and between R3 and R4 (R3a), as well as divergent N and C termini. They
do not contain the thumb (Th) and RNase H (RH) domains that are found in HIV-1 RT. The
domain R4 sequence logo of 155 DGR RTs was generated by Schillinger et al. using
WebLogo (13, 42, 43). Comparison with the domain R4 sequence logo that we generated
from 93 bacterial group II intron RTs (group II intron database: http://webapps2.ucalgary
.ca/∼groupii/orf/orfalignment.html; [44, 45, 46]), which are most closely related to DGR
RTs, showed several characteristic differences, including the two highly conserved po-
sitions labeled with an asterisk (*). Also included for comparison is the corresponding
amino acid sequence block of HIV-1 RT (strain BRU; GenBank accession no. K02013). The
glutamine residue at position 151, which plays a role in nucleotide and template prefer-
ence during reverse transcription, is highlighted in blue. (Adapted from 13.) doi:10.1128
/microbiolspec.MDNA3-0029-2014.f6
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DGR RTs range from 260 to 527 amino acids, with
an average length of ∼380 residues (Fig. 6B) (13). They
have divergent sequences at their N and C termini, with
a conserved central core that includes common struc-
tural motifs found in most other RTs. They do not con-
tain domains encoding RNase H activity, as found in
retroviral RTs, or a DNA endonuclease activity as found
in RTs of group II introns and LINEs. Within their
shared sequences, DGR RTs have some intriguing
features. The most prominent is located within the finger
4 region, which differs from those of group II intron RTs
and human immunodeficiency virus type 1(HIV-1) RT
at several highly conserved positions (13). The finger 4
region of HIV-1 RT forms part of the nucleotide-binding
pocket that positions incoming dNTPs and influences
specificity and error-prone polymerization (13, 47). Mu-
tations at Q151 (highlighted in blue in Fig. 6B) in HIV-1
RT, which corresponds to conserved isoleucine/leucine/
valine residues in DGR RTs, change nucleotide and tem-
plate preferences and confer resistance to inhibitory
nucleoside analogs like azidothymidine (AZT) (48, 49,
50). It seems likely that unique features of this motif
found in DGR RTs play a role in adenine mutagenesis.

At least two potential mechanisms could account for
adenine mutagenesis. In the first, DGR RTs are hypoth-
esized to carry out a variation of error-prone reverse
transcription that inserts random dNTPs opposite ade-
nines but rarely other residues, while synthesizing cDNA
from TR-containing RNA templates. An alternative
mechanism could be imagined in which DGR RTs have
an increased propensity to incorporate dUTP, as op-
posed to dTTP when copying adenines. dUTP residues
in cDNA products would then be recognized by host-
encoded uracil DNA glycosylases and excised, leaving
abasic sites. If these cDNA products are subsequently
used as templates for second-strand cDNA sysnthesis,
which could be catalyzed by a DGR RT or a host-
encoded DNA polymerase, random nucleotides would
be incorporated opposite these abasic sites.

Understanding themechanism of adeninemutagenesis
may have broad implications. During mutagenic homing
by the BPP-1 DGR, about 30% of the TR adenines are
converted to other nucleotides in progeny VRs (7). This
error rate is far greater (∼10,000 times higher) than that
of HIV-1 RT, which is ∼1.4×10−5 to 3.0×10−5 in vivo
(51, 52). The low fidelity of HIV-1 RT enables the virus
to generate vast numbers of sequence variants, enabling
escape from immune surveillance and drug resistance.
If DGR RTs are truly responsible for adenine mutagen-
esis, they are likely to be the most error-prone DNA-
polymerizing enzymes yet discovered.

SUMMARY
DGRs are beneficial retroelements present in diverse
bacteria and phage (6, 10, 11, 12, 13). Their apparent
function is to accelerate the evolution of ligand-binding
interactions. Structural, bioinformatic, and biochemical
studies indicate that CLec folds are a conserved solution
to display variable residues of DGR-diversified proteins
(14, 20, 22). Unexpectedly, this structural fold is highly
static in DGR-diversified proteins studied to date. De-
spite major differences in amino acid side chains, the
backbones of BPP-1 Mtd variants are nearly identical to
each other and their CLec folds superimpose with the
diversified domain in T. denticola TvpA. This limited
structural variability suggests that most DGR variable
proteins will have relatively weak interactions with their
respective ligands. For the BPP-1 phage, successful host
recognition relies on multivalent interactions (i.e. avid-
ity) between Mtd trimers on phage particles and arrays
of receptors on the bacterial surface, which results in
immense amplification of an otherwise weak monova-
lent ligand–receptor interaction. Avidity-driven binding
is likely a conserved feature that contributes to the
evolvability of DGR variable proteins (20).

A significant amount has been learned regarding the
mechanism of DGR-mediated mutagenic homing (5, 6,
7, 17, 27, 41). Sequence diversification is mediated by a
unique class of RTs associated with the conversion of
adenine residues in an RNA intermediate into random
nucleotides in a cDNA that ultimately replaces the var-
iable region of a target gene with a diversified derivative.
This process is independent of the host RecA-mediated
homologous recombination machinery, similar to the
mobility mechanism of group II introns (7). Current
evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that mutagenic
homing initiates through a TPRT mechanism, although
other possibilities exist. BPP-1 DGR target recognition
is both sequence and structure dependent at the 3′ end,
requiring GC and IMH sequence elements and a DNA
cruciform structure, while target recognition at the 5′
end is mediated by short stretches of homology (41).
Based on these and other observations, the BPP-1 DGR
was successfully engineered to target a heterologous
gene.

Despite these advances, many questions remain un-
answered. Hundreds of DGRs have been identified in
diverse bacteria and phage, but their biological functions
remain largely unknown (6, 10, 13, 17, 53). Under-
standing the functions of diverse DGRs is a major
challenge. On the mechanistic side, the TPRT model is
valuable for guiding experiments, but it is only one of
several models that could explain DGR homing, and
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the evidence supporting it is incomplete. In addition, it
is unclear what specific role Avd plays in the homing
reaction. The mechanism of adenine mutagenesis is of
great interest as it represents a hallmark of DGR func-
tion. It has been hypothesized to be an intrinsic property
of DGR-encoded RTs and, if true, understanding how it
occurs may help us understand RT fidelity in general.
Mutagenic homing is clearly a complex process that re-
quires the participation of host factors, although none
has been identified to date. Finally, the utility of DGRs
for protein engineering has yet to be exploited. In ad-
dition to providing prodigious levels of diversity, mu-
tagenic homing is a regenerative process that can operate
through unlimited rounds to optimize protein functions.
This may be particularly advantageous for directed pro-
tein evolution since desired traits can be selected and
continuously evolved in iterative cycles, without the need
for library construction or other interventions, and
through a process that takes place entirely within bac-
terial cells.
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